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ADVENTITIOUS happening by accident, casual (adj)

How it is used: Her adventitious arrival in the city of Berlin was quite historical as
she got to witness the tearing down of the Berlin Wall.

My link:

My meeting with my cousin at the New York
airport was quite adventitious.

CALLOW youthful, immature (n)

How it is used: By making rude remarks about the college professors, he proved how
callow he was.

My link:

Even under peer influence, I can never speak about
my teachers in such a callow manner, the way

my classmates do.

CAPRICIOUS given to sudden change of mood or behaviour (adj)

How it is used: It was difficult to endure the strange whims and fancies of his
capricious wife, but he bore all, ascribing it to her illness.

My link:
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CAVALIER showing lack of concern (adj)

How it is used: Strangely, a cavalier attitude in men, endears them to women, at least
to start with.

My link:

CONTINGENCY absence of certainty in events, a possibility (n)

How it is used: The new multi-storeyed hotel was questioned on its contingency
evacuation plans in the wake of a disaster strike.

My link:

EFFRONTERY insolence, impudence (n)

How it is used: Inspite of the fact that Dennis had never cared for his parents, he had
the effrontery to ask them what they had done for him.

My link:

ENCOUNTER unexpected meeting, unpleasant struggle (n)

How it is used: Many dreaded criminals have been killed in encounters by dare-devil
policemen.

My link:
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ENTERPRISING showing initiative and boldness (adj)

How it is used: His enterprising nature made him successful even in new ventures
across countries.

My link:

FORTUITOUS happening by chance (adj)

How it is used: Though the young couple claimed it otherwise, everybody suspected
it was more of a coming together of two business houses than a mere
fortuitous alliance of love.

My link:

GAMBOLLING running or jumping playfully (v)

How it is used: The gambolling deer was shot by the merciless hunter in one go.

My link:

HAZARDOUS dangerous, risky (adj)

How it is used: Handling inflammable material with carelessness can be extremely
hazardous.

My link:
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IMPETUOUS acting quickly and rashly (adj)

How it is used: Mary was impetuous enough to sell her house and its belongings, the
moment she heard of her husband’s foreign posting.

My link:

IMPRUDENT rash, not caring for consequences, lacking caution, injudicious (adj)

How it is used: It was imprudent of her to have spoken out of turn at the group
discussion, and so she lost marks because of that.

My link:

INADVERTENT not achieved through deliberate planning (adj)

How it is used: There was an inadvertent delay in starting the play because one of the
opening characters suddenly fainted backstage.

My link:

INDETERMINATE not exactly known, or defined (adj)

How it is used: Everybody felt that there had been an indeterminate increase in the
prices of all household goods, though the government kept denying it.

My link:
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INDISCRIMINATE done at random, without judgement (adj)

How it is used: Several civilians were caught in the indiscriminate firing at the dis-
puted border area.

My link:

INTREPID fearless, adventurous (adj)

How it is used: The young captain belied his looks and turned out to be quite an
intrepid person, steering the ship to safety.

My link:

JEOPARDIZE to put in a dangerous situation (v)

How it is used: There was no need for the bus driver to jeopardize everybody’s life by
indulging in a road race.

My link:

MAVERICK non-conformist, rebel (n)

How it is used: Being a maverick in the whole family of church-goers became more
of a social-issue in the small village, than a religious one.

My link:
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PRECARIOUS uncertain, not securely held (adj)

How it is used: It was a miracle how she clung to the rock in such a precarious
manner, for two days, before the rescuers found her.

My link:

TEMERARIOUS reckless, rash (adj)

How it is used: Moving alone at night in an aimless manner, in what was considered
as an unsafe area, was quite a temerarious step on the part of Sarah.

My link:

UNSCATHED unharmed, safe (adj)

How it is used: Many soldiers came back from the war, visibly unscathed and un-
harmed, but scarred from within.

My link:

VAGABOND someone who wanders about with no settled home (n)

How it is used: He neglected all his worldly duties, his business, his family and turned
into a vagabond.

My link:
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VOYAGE a long journey by sea or in space (n)

How it is used: Man’s space voyage has always generated a lot of excitement and
hype.

My link:

VULNERABLE exposed to being harmed (adj)

How it is used: Children are most vulnerable to different kinds of air pollution caused
by increasing traffic volume in developing countries.

My link:
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PRACTICE EXERCISE

Fill in the grid with the correct options in the blank spaces.

WORDS SYNONYMS ANTONYMS

1. vulnerable exposed ______________

2. voyage journey N/A

3. vagabond ______________ home body

4. unscathed ______________ bring to harm

5. temerarious ______________ timid

6. precarious ______________ safe, certain

7. maverick non-conformist ______________

8. jeopardize ______________ protect

9. intrepid ______________ fearful

10. indiscriminate ______________ careful

11. indeterminate ______________ fixed, certain

12. inadvertent ______________ intentional

13. imprudent rash ______________

14. impetuous hasty ______________

15. hazardous dangerous ______________

16. gambolling running around N/A

17. fortuitous ______________ planned

18. enterprise ______________ lack initiative

19. encounter meet ______________

20. effrontery impertinence ______________

21. contingency ______________ certainty

22. cavalier not caring ______________

23. capricious ______________ steadfast

24. callow ______________ mature

25. adventitious casual ______________

N/A: Not applicable
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REVIEW EXERCISE–1

Given below are words that you have learnt in this chapter. In front of each word are five options.
Choose the option that most closely resembles the meaning of the word, and write the appropriate
letter in the circles given. First one has been done for you.

Answer

1. cavalier

(A) without concern (B) caring (C) shy

(D) naughty (E) fearful

2. capricious

(A) pathetic (B) mean (C) dramatic

(D) whimsical (E) irregular

3. adventitious

(A) adventurous (B) certainty (C) possibility

(D) accidental (E) charming

4. contingency

(A) emergency (B) possibility (C) group

(D) disaster (E) condition

5. effrontery

(A) to be in the front (B) insolence (C) hostility

(D) courage (E) cursory

6. encounter

(A) escape (B) meet (C) miracle

(D) show unpleasantness (E) escape

7. hazard

(A) danger (B) fear (C) sorrow

(D) boredom (E) distance

8. imprudent

(A) non-conformist (B) judgmental (C) injudicious

(D) stubborn (E) wise

A
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9. indeterminate

(A) strong (B) undefined (C) precise

(D) brazen (E) dogged

10. intrepid

(A) timid (B) luke-warm (C) fearless

(D) interior (E) interested

11. jeopardize

(A) secure (B) dare-devilry (C) strike hard

(D) ensure (E) endanger

12. maverick

(A) conformist (B) obedient (C) daring

(D) follower (E) rebel

13. unscathed

(A) unsafe (B) exposed (C) scared

(D) unfamiliar (E) unharmed

14. vulnerable

(A) huggable (B) careful (C) brash

(D) hasty (E) exposed

15. temerarious

(A) adventurous (B) reckless (C) blatant

(D) timorous (E) bashful
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REVIEW EXERCISE–2

CROSSWORD

Given below is a crossword based on the words just learnt. With the help of  the clues given fill in the
right word.

Across

1. He roamed here and there like a _____________

2. A deer would do this in the forest ____________

3. A person who would start a new business will show _____________

4. A chance meeting would mean ______________

5. An immature, rash person would be called ______________

Down

1. Columbus went round the world on a ____________

2. If somebody had the cheek to reply his teachers back he would be showing _____________

3. If somebody is very moody, then he/she is _____________
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